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formal names
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defendants
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informal names
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violations
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Constitutional amendments
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Planintiff's ages, churches, cities of residence
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where they were at the town hall buildingSTAND for traditional marriageon July 26, 2011
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date 
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the supervisor they want out
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GREAT COLOR!
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history of non-violent expression for 40 years
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NY state legislature legalized same sex marriage july 26 2011
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purpose statement
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others were permitted in that area - photo
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Detective appears to have laid in wait for them
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threatened with unconstitutional arrest
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Bias Free Zone passed and sign erected
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Discrimation robbed them of their right to be heard at that critcal time
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the town's police were allowed in the zone previously so the officer was aware
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"quote this"
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town's officials and board dodged his question and police prevented him from remaining in the building
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supervisor states she enforces on case by case basis, has no idea who or when said policy was created
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quote both
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went back a year later

Scott
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quote "viewpoint-based, content-based restrictions on free speech. 
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police were allowed to protest there

Scott
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town's own anti-bias  task force and NAACP were allowed therejust no religiously affiliated gathering.
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ask - has the harrassment continued?  has this affected you beyond the abuse you received at the time? 
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appeared again on the 5 year anniversary - i'm confused on the dates
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fear caused by city and police
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concise statements






























































































































